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Introduction
The crude probe characterization workflow is performed by us to allow for a rapid
discrimination between probes that solely serve as technical controls and probes, directed
against endogenous transcripts. Furthermore, the degree of functional characterization and
the annotation state of the respective transcripts (genes) is considered and used to assign a
specific attribute to all probes, according to the following 3 possibilities*:

 “1) gene symbol”
 “2) poorly characterized”
 “3) control”

The source of annotation data for Agilent’s microarray probes
Annotation data is provided at Agilent’s eArray portal (Figure 1). Regularly updated
annotation files (Figure 2) are downloaded by us from this site and serve as basis for the
annotation block within our standard Excel result files and for the crude probe
characterization workflow (as described below).

*

Please also note paragraph „ Important explanatory information “ at the end of this manual.
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Figure 1: The eArray login page.

Figure 2: An example of an Agilent annotation file (AMADID 026652) available at the eArray portal. Such files
serve as basis for the annotation block within our standard Excel result files and for the crude probe
characterization workflow (Table 1).

As depicted in Figure 3, one of three possible attributes is assigned to each probe and is
integrated into our standard Excel result file within column: “crude probe characterization
(1-3)”.

Figure 3: A part of the standard result file for single-color studies. The “crude probe characterization (1-3)”
and the “GeneName” columns are highlighted in red.
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Crude probe characterization workflows
The following workflow is used to assign the described attributes to all probes of Agilent’s
mRNA expression microarrays utilized by us. The column names refer to the annotation file
as exemplified in Figure 2.
Table 1: The crude probe characterization workflow for human microarrays of design types AMADID 014850
and 026652, for murine microarrays of design types AMADID 014868 and 026655, and for rat microarrays of
design types AMADID 014879 and 028282.
Step

Column to check in
annotation file

Search pattern

Probe characterization

set all probes to
2) poorly characterized
"NM_*"
1) gene symbol
"*hypothetical*" or "*predicted*" (case insensitive),
2) poorly characterized
"*RIKEN*" or "*FLJ#*" or "*Mus musculus expressed
sequence*" or "*Mus musculus cDNA sequence*"
GeneName
"KIAA*" or "LOC*" or "hCG_*" or "RP11-*" or
"RP1- 2) poorly characterized
*" or "RP3-*" or "RP6-*" or "MGC*" or "RGD*",
"CXorf#*" or "CX#orf#*" or "CYorf#*" or
"CY#orf#*"
or "C#orf#*" or "C##orf#*" or
"CXORF#*" or
"CX#ORF#*" or "CYORF#*" or "CY#ORF#*" or "C#ORF#*"
or "C##ORF#*"
ControlType
not "false"
3) control
if one replicate probe of a gene is characterized as “1) gene symbol” then all 1) gene symbol
other replicates are also set to

1
2
3

Name
Description
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# - exactly one number is expected (0-9)
* - zero or more letters, numbers or any other character are allowed

Important explanatory information
Please note, that the discrimination between “1) gene symbol” and “2) poorly characterized”
in its present form is not completely conclusive in a semantical sense. According to our
workflow, we decided to allocate the attribute “1) gene symbol” only for protein-coding
transcripts (genes). Thus, all non-coding transcripts (e.g. those with an “NR_*” RefSeq
accession entry) receive the attribute “2) poorly characterized”, irrespective of their actual
characterization/annotation status (see Figure 4 for an example).
On the other hand, there are some examples for transcripts (genes) for which no RefSeq
accession entry of the type: “NM_*”, but only an ENSEMBLE database entry exists: accession
entry of the type “ENST*” (human), “ENSMUST*” (mouse) or “ENSRNOT*” (rat). Anyhow,
even some of these transcripts (genes) could have a gene symbol officially allocated (Figure
5). In such a situation we decided to assign the respective probes with the attribute “2)
poorly characterized”, unless, additional probes, directed against the same transcript (gene)
and possessing an “NM_*” accession entry are present on the microarray (see Table 1, steps
2 and 6).
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Figure 4: An example for RN28S1 (Homo sapiens RNA, 28S ribosomal 1 (RN28S1), ribosomal RNA
[NR_003287]) as a transcript that is assigned by us as “2) poorly characterized” even though it is a wellcharacterized transcript but not a protein-coding transcript.

Figure 5: An example for NPIPL2 (nuclear pore complex interacting protein-like 2 [Source:HGNC
Symbol;Acc:34409] [ENST00000429990]) as a transcript that is assigned by us as “2) poorly characterized”
even though it possesses a gene symbol (NPIPL2). However, this transcript has no RefSeq accession entry of
the type: “NM_*”.
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